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1. You will send the scanned answer sheet in PDF to the mail by which the examination question
paper will reach your mail on the specified date mentioned above. (For example, on 07/10/20,
the course question paper of meccoursevi@gmail.com will reach your respective mail through
this mail id, you will send the answer sheet here in that mail i.e. meccoursevi@gmail.com.)
Similarly, the question paper Scan PDF of your answer sheet as soon as you receive it.
2.

Rules for writing the content of the mail:
Course Name, Student Name, Roll No. in place of mail subject. (Ex. Course-vi, Anjali pal, 373Sem-1854-047)

In Body of Mail
Respected Sir,
Kindly Find the Attachment File of 4th Sem exam answer script.
• Attach the answer sheets in pdf.
A) front page b) answer script
3) If there is any problem in sending mail then you can send the answer sheet subject by whatsapp to
the permission of the college.
NB: If the examinees have any difficulty on the day of the exam, they will contact the following
Phone number.

1) Tarak Nath Roy - 9546507501
2) Mohammad Azaharuddin - 9814763063
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